CHAPTER 1: WHAT SHOULD WE KNOW ABOUT AMERICAN GOVERNMENT?
1. democratic centralism
2. direct democracy
3. referendum
4. recall
5. initiative
6. representative democracy

CHAPTER 2: THE CONSTITUTION
1. Shay’s rebellion
2. Great Compromise
3. republic
4. separation of powers
5. federalism
6. checks and balances
7. faction
8. Federalists
9. Antifederalists
10. Federalist papers
11. coalition

CHAPTER 3: FEDERALISM
1. devolution
2. confederation
3. necessary-and-proper clause
4. nullification doctrine
5. dual federalism
6. grants-in-aid (land grants, cash grants)
7. categorical grants
8. block grants

CHAPTER 4: PUBLIC OPINION AND THE MEDIA
1. poll
2. random sample
3. sampling error
4. gender gap
5. political ideology: a coherent & consistent set of beliefs about what ends or goals government should pursue
6. political culture: a coherent & consistent set of beliefs about what means government should use to pursue its goals
7. liberals
8. conservatives
9. populists
10. libertarians
11. traditional middle class
12. new middle class
13. personal-attack rule
14. equal-time rule